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Overview

• Economic governance and its links to 
corruption

• Power distribution in Bangladesh
• Corruption within power distribution
• How the Rural Electrification Board fended off 

corruption
• Lessons learned
• Further issues for consideration



Economic governance - links to corruption

• Core finding: Efficient transparent systems supported by 
incentivized social groups and institutions reduce corruption

“Public Policy towards business needs to be informed by a 
broad (organizational) understanding of the efficiency purposes 
served by complex contract and economic organization.” Oscar 
Williamson, 2005

• Incentives must be created in the form of information 
[Transparency] which tells the public when corruption is being 
perpetrated and institutional forces which holds the elites 
accountable when it is perpetrated. In the case of economic 
governance intervention these are created by tight 
administrative systems and responsibly autonomous 
managements. 



Electric Power Distribution in Bangladesh

• Three systems:
– Power Development Board (PDB)
– Dhaka Electric Supply Authority (DESA)
– Rural Electrification Board (REB)



System characteristics

• PDB and DESA suffer from:
– Non payment of dues condoned by bribed 

officials 
– Theft of power condoned by bribed officials
– Embezzlement of dues by corrupt officials

→System bankruptcy

• REB does not



REB Systems

• Detailed system of incentives and 
crosschecks for its employees and 
customers

• Well defended by administrative 
independence and supportive interest 
groups



Detailed systems

•Well specified system for meter reading, recording, 
billing, billing and collection.  Those who do the 
functions are frequently rotated and subject to 
crosschecks. There are incentives for accurate, and 
penalties for inaccurate readings 
•Clients are charged for equipment theft and thus 
have incentives to report them
•Disconnection is tightly connected with bill payment
•Most functions are widely publicized and subject to 
public review enabling frauds to be detected and 
protested (Transparency)



Defense mechanisms

• REB autonomy
• Prohibition of unions and partisan 

politics
• Greenfield operation
• Corporate culture of integrity
• Donor attention
• Strong leadership



Lessons learned

• Tightly designed metering and billing systems 
are needed.   Some challenge whether they 
will be politically sustainable, but they 
apparently can be

• But the systems need continuous defense –
which will be facilitated by autonomy which 
needs explicit roles and procedures to defend 
itself and the continuous instillation of a 
culture of integrity



Issues for consideration

• How does privatization fare as a device 
for autonomy?

• Can systems with integrity be defended 
in a really open democracy?

• Is integrity worth the cost?


